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Abstract
This paper aims at fitting a general class of recursive equations into the framework of ‘well-
behaved’ structural operational semantics, formalized as bialgebraic semantics by Turi and Plotkin.
Rather than interpreting recursive constructs by means of operational rules, separate recursive equa-
tions are added to semantic descriptions of languages. The equations, together with the remaining
rules, are then interpreted in a suitable category and merged by means of certain fixpoint construc-
tions. For a class of recursive equations called regular unfolding rules, this construction yields dis-
tributive laws as analyzed by Turi and Plotkin. This means that regular unfolding rules can be merged
seamlessly with abstract operational rules.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Structural operational semantics [2,13] is one of the fundamental methods of describing
behaviour of programs. It is often presented in the form of a transition relation, which in
turn is defined by a set of operational rules describing the behaviour of all constructs of the
language. Given a set of rules, a transition system––the intended operational model of the
language––is derived inductively.
It is often the case that transition relations can be viewed as B-coalgebras for a suitably
chosen endofunctor B, called the behaviour functor in this context. If final B-coalgebras
exist, then the unique coalgebra homomorphism from the intended operational model to the
final coalgebra is called the final coalgebra semantics [16]. The final semantics is always
adequate, i.e., it preserves the behavioural distinctions induced by the intended operational
model.
The signature of a language without variable binding may often be viewed as an endo-
functor, usually denoted . A denotational model of a language is then a semantic domain
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equipped with an operation corresponding to every construct of the language, i.e., it is a
-algebra. Closed terms of the language with the associated straightforward operations
form an initial -algebra, and the unique algebra homomorphism from the initial algebra
to a given denotational model is called the initial algebra semantics [9]. The initial algebra
semantics is always compositional, i.e., the meaning of a compound term depends only on
the meanings of its sub-terms.
If, for a given language, the final coalgebra semantics induced by the intended oper-
ational model coincides with the initial algebra semantics induced by some denotational
model, then the final semantics is compositional, and the denotational model gives ade-
quate denotational semantics [16].
In [17,19] a general categorical framework for ‘well-behaved’ operational semantics
was introduced, called then bialgebraic semantics. It is an abstraction of the GSOS format
for operational rules [5]. Given a signature endofunctor  and a behaviour endofunctor B,
(abstract) operational rules are defined to be natural transformations (in a suitably chosen
category with enough structure)
ρ : (Id × B) → BT
where T is the monad freely generated by , and is called the syntactic monad of the
language.
From operational rules of this type, one can derive the intended operational model of the
language by induction on the structure of terms. One derives also a canonical denotational
model which is always adequate, and under certain conditions on B it is also fully abstract
with respect to the behavioural equivalence associated to B.
This mathematically elegant framework covers many interesting examples of process
languages [18,19]. However, it is not immediately clear how to extend it to cover variable
binding and/or recursive constructs. The problem with variable binding is to some extent
syntactical: signatures with variable binding constructs are not as easily expressed as en-
dofunctors as ordinary basic constructs of process languages. As was shown in [7,8], this
can be remedied by interpreting operational rules in a suitable presheaf category. At the
expense of making the framework considerably more complex, the authors were able to
formalize the operational semantics for name-passing and value-passing constructs.
The problem with recursive constructs is of somewhat different nature. Even when vari-
able binding is not around, it is not clear how to interpret such constructs in the bialgebraic
framework. As an example, consider an unary language construct loop designed to repeat
some computation infinitely. Traditionally, there are two ways of writing operational rules
for this construct. One possibility is to write (in the presence of a sequential composition
operator ‘;’ in the language)
loop t → t ; loop t
This rule is structural and accurately describes the intended meaning of the looping con-
struct. However in certain situations, e.g., where the intended operational model of the
language should be a labelled transition system, and not an unlabelled one, this rule is a
source of problems. To merge this rule with other rules that generate a labelled transition
system, one has to change the behaviour functor of the intended operational model. More
importantly, the final semantics of the derived model does not ignore the ‘silent’ transi-
tions associated with the above rule. As a result, programs like loop a and a ; loop a are
mapped differently by the final semantics, which contradicts the intended meaning of the
looping construct.
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To remedy this problem on an abstract level, a general coalgebraic theory of weak bisim-
ulation is needed. Some work in this direction has been done [14,15], but no satisfactorily
abstract results have been obtained yet. This means that the above rule is hard to fit into the
bialgebraic framework so far.
Another option to describe the looping construct is to give the rule
t ; loop t a−→ t ′
loop t
a−→ t ′
This rule does not introduce any unwelcome silent transitions. However, it is not structural:
to compute the intended operational model for a language with this rule, one uses a fixpoint
construction rather than induction. This makes it impossible to fit this rule directly into the
bialgebraic framework.
In this paper, another approach has been considered. Here recursive constructs are
treated separately from the recursion-free ones, and described not with operational rules,
but with recursive equations. The equations are then merged with the bialgebraic models
obtained for the recursion-free fragment of the language.
This general approach was first used in [18] for the case of guarded recursion. However,
unguarded equations like
loop t = t ; loop t
have not been treated so far.
In this paper, the approach introduced in [18] is modified and extended to deal with
a wide range of recursive equations, including many unguarded ones. However, to keep
things simple only constructs without variable binding are considered, to avoid moving to
a sophisticated presheaf category.
Since unguarded recursive equations may be a source of partiality (divergence), it is con-
venient to interpret the operational rules and the recursive equations in a suitable category
of domains rather than in the category of sets. The examples aimed to explain the construc-
tions introduced in the paper use the category Cppo⊥ of pointed cpos and continuous, strict
functions. However, all the constructions used can be interpreted in any Cppo-enriched
category equipped with the usual structure needed to interpret the bialgebraic framework
of [17,19].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces some categorical prelim-
inaries together with certain fixpoint constructions used in the following. In Section 3, the
basics of bialgebraic semantics are recalled, illustrated by two examples, and the develop-
ments of the remaining sections are introduced on informal level. The examples shown use
Cppo⊥ as the underlying category. One of the examples deals with a looping construct
loop, and another one––with a more sophisticated construct unfolding, which corre-
sponds roughly to the general recursive construct µ restricted to a single recursive variable.
In Section 4 recursive equations are formalized abstractly as unfolding rules, and in
Sections 5–7 it is shown how to merge unfolding rules with the bialgebraic framework.
In the developments presented in Sections 5–7 it repeatedly shows that the recursive
equation for the construct unfolding considered in one of the examples is far less struc-
tured than the one for the construct loop. This motivates the definition of a regular unfold-
ing rule in Section 8, which is satisfied by the latter but not by the former. Regular unfolding
rules have some useful properties: in particular, they allow to construct a distributive law
(abstract operational rules) for the full language from a distributive law for the recursion-
free fragment.
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In Section 9, it is hinted how parts of the present framework could be moved from
Cppo-enriched categories to the simpler category of sets. It is also mentioned why moving
the entire framework to sets seems to be a difficult task. Finally, main directions of future
work are described.
2. Preliminaries
This section contains standard definitions of monads and distributive laws, taken largely
from [10,19,20], as well as some preliminary fixpoint constructions used in the following
sections. For unexplained categorical notions, refer to [11].
A pointed endofunctor (T , η) on a category C is an endofunctor T on C together with
a natural transformation η : Id → T .
A monad (T , η, µ) is a pointed endofunctor (T , η) together with a natural transforma-
tion µ : T T → T such that
µ ◦ T η = µ ◦ ηT = id
µ ◦ T µ = µ ◦ µT
We will often omit the names of the above natural transformations and speak of a pointed
endofunctor T , or of a monad T .
An algebra for an endofunctor T is a morphism h : TX → X. X is then called the
carrier of h. An algebra for a pointed endofunctor T is an algebra h : TX → X for the en-
dofunctor T such that h ◦ ηX = idX. An algebra for a monad T is an algebra h : TX → X
for the pointed endofunctor T such that h ◦ T h = h ◦ µX.
If T is a monad (a pointed endofunctor) then by a T -algebra we will mean an algebra
for the monad (the pointed endofunctor), unless otherwise stated.
If the category C has all ω-limits, then every ω-cocontinuous endofunctor  on C freely
generates a monad T . Then TX is the carrier of the initial (X + )-algebra, it is isomorphic
to X + T X, and -algebras are in one-to-one correspondence with T -algebras.
A copointed endofunctor (H, π) is an endofunctor H together with a natural transfor-
mation π : H → Id .
A coalgebra for an endofunctor B is a morphism k : X → BX. A coalgebra for a co-
pointed endofunctor (H, π) is a coalgebra k : X → HX for the endofunctor H such that
πX ◦ k = idX.
Any endofunctor B on a category with binary products cofreely generates a copointed
endofunctor H = Id × B with π = π1. Obviously then H -coalgebras are in one-to-one
correspondence with B-coalgebras.
A distributive law of a pointed endofunctor T over a copointed endofunctor H is a
natural transformation λ : TH → HT such that
λ ◦ ηH = Hη
T π = πT ◦ λ
If, moreover, T is a monad and
λ ◦ µH = Hµ ◦ λT ◦ T λ
then λ is called a distributive law of the monad T over the copointed endofunctor H .
If H = Id × B is the copointed endofunctor cofreely generated by an endofunctor
B, then distributive laws of the pointed endofunctor (monad) T over H are equivalent
to natural transformations λ : TH → BT such that λ ◦ ηH = Bη ◦ π2 (and respectively,
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λ ◦ µH = Bµ ◦ λT ◦ T (T π1, λ)). With a slight abuse of the language, such natural trans-
formations will also be called distributive laws of the copointed endofunctor (monad) T
over H .
For a distributive law λ : TH → BT of the pointed endofunctor T over the copointed
endofunctor H , a λ-model with carrier X is a pair TX h−→X k−→BX of a T -algebra and
B-coalgebra, satisfying the ‘pentagonal law’:
k ◦ h = Bh ◦ λX ◦ T (id, k)
If, additionally, T is a monad and λ is a distributive law of the monad over H , then the
λ-model is called a λ-bialgebra.
A category is called Cppo-enriched, if its homsets are cppos ((ω)-complete partial
orders with bottom elements) and if composition is continuous in both arguments. A
morphism f in a Cppo-enriched category will be called strict, if both operations _ ◦ f
and f ◦ _ preserve bottom elements. If all morphisms in a category C are strict, then the
collection of bottom elements of homsets may be viewed as a natural transformation ⊥
between any two given functors.
In the following sections many morphisms in a Cppo-enriched category will be defined
as fixpoints of certain continuous functions. In many applications the least fixpoints are the
ones of the most interest. However, for our reasons it will be more useful to consider only
fixpoints that satisfy certain conditions (for example, that factorize through some given
morphism) and then take the least fixpoint from this class. This section presents some
techniques aimed at defining and reasoning about such morphisms.
First, a straightforward generalization of Tarski’s Fixpoint Theorem:
Theorem 1 (Tarski). Consider a cppo V and a continuous function  : V → V . For every
f ∈ V such that f  f, there exists the least fixpoint of  greater or equal to f, denoted
by ∗(f ). Moreover,
∗(f ) =
⊔
n∈N
nf
Note that for any continuous  : V → V , the set V of those elements f ∈ V for which
f  f , is a sub-cppo of V , i.e., it contains the bottom element ⊥ and it is closed under
lubs. It is easy to observe that ∗ : V → V is a continuous operation (hence the notation).
In the following sections we shall prove many properties of morphisms defined as fix-
points. Most of these properties have a form of a commuting diagram involving two such
morphisms. In particular, this pattern appears when proving naturality of families of mor-
phisms defined as fixpoints. To prove such properties the following two lemmas will be
used.
Lemma 2. Consider the following shape in a Cppo-enriched category C:
and two continuous functions
1 : C(Y1, Y ′1) → C(Y1, Y ′1) 2 : C(Y2, Y ′2) → C(Y2, Y ′2)
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such that 1(f1)  f1 and 2(f2)  f2. If
• l1 ◦ f1 ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ f2 ◦ k2
• l1 ◦ x ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ y ◦ k2 implies l1 ◦ 1(x) ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ 2(y) ◦ k2
then l1 ◦ ∗1(f1) ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2.
Proof. First show by induction that for any n, l1 ◦ n1(f1) ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ n2(f2) ◦ k2. Then
use continuity of composition. 
In other cases, another proof principle will be more useful:
Lemma 3. In the setting like in Lemma 2, if
• l1 ◦ f1 ◦ k1  l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2• l1 ◦ x ◦ k1  l2 ◦ y ◦ k2 implies l1 ◦ 1(x) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ 2(y) ◦ k2
• l1 ◦ ∗1(f1) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ f2 ◦ k2• l1 ◦ x ◦ k1  l2 ◦ y ◦ k2 implies l1 ◦ 1(x) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ 2(y) ◦ k2
then l1 ◦ ∗1(f1) ◦ k1 = l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2.
Proof. To prove l1 ◦ ∗1(f1) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2, show by induction from the first two
assumptions that for any n, l1 ◦ n1(f1) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2. Then use continuity of
composition.
The proof of l1 ◦ ∗1(f1) ◦ k1  l2 ◦ ∗2(f2) ◦ k2 proceeds analogously using the last
two assumptions. 
The above lemmas can be used to prove naturality of families of morphisms defined as
fixpoints, by taking both k1 and l2 to be identities. This method of proving naturality will
be called square commutation by fixpoint induction.
Finally, a special class of monomorphisms will be considered in any Cppo-enriched
category:
Definition 4. A morphism f : A → B in a Cppo-enriched category is an upper section,
if there exists a morphism g : B → A (called left inverse to f ) such that
g ◦ f = idA and f ◦ g  idB
To prove various properties involving upper sections, the following easy lemma will be
used:
Lemma 5. Assume f : A → B is an upper section with left inverse g. For any h : B →
C, k : A → C, if k ◦ g ◦ f  h ◦ f (or, equivalently, k  h ◦ f ), then k ◦ g  h.
Proof. k ◦ g = k ◦ (g ◦ f ) ◦ g  h ◦ f ◦ g  h. 
For our purposes, especially interesting examples of upper sections will be units of some
monads:
Definition 6. A variable classifier for a monad (T , η, µ) on a Cppo-enriched category C
is a natural transformation υ : T → Id such that
• all ηX are upper sections with υX left inverses,
• all υX are algebras for the monad T .
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In particular, if T is freely generated by some endofunctor , and if all morphisms in C
are strict, then T can be equipped with a variable classifier:
υ = [id,⊥] ◦ ι
where ι : T → Id + T is the isomorphism given by the structure of freely generated
monad.
3. Bialgebraic semantics––motivating examples
Consider a language with the following simple syntax:
t ::= nil | a | t ; t | t + t
(where a ranges over some fixed set of actions A), equipped with the following standard
small-step operational semantics:
a
a−→ nil
x
a−→ x′
x ; y a−→ x′ ; y
x → y a−→ y′
x ; y a−→ y′
x
a−→ x′
x + y a−→ x′
y
a−→ y′
x + y a−→ y′
In [18] it was shown how such simple languages can be interpreted in the bialgebraic
framework in an arbitrary category with enough structure. For the purposes of the example
here, the category Cppo⊥ of cppos and strict continuous functions will be used.
The syntax of the simple language mentioned above corresponds to an endofunctor 
on Cppo⊥:
X = 1⊥ ⊕ A⊥ ⊕ X⊥ ⊗ X⊥ ⊕ X⊥ ⊗ X⊥ = (1 + A + X × X + X × X)⊥
where ⊕ and ⊗ are the coalesced sum and the smash product of cppos, + and × are
the disjoint sum and the Cartesian product of cpos, and (_)⊥ is the lifting operation on
cpos. This functor freely generates a monad T on Cppo⊥. Elements of TX are (possibly
infinite) terms built over (a cppo of variables) X, with some sub-terms replaced by the
bottom element ⊥, and with the ordering induced from the ordering on X, with the remark
that ⊥ is smaller than any other term.
One possible behaviour endofunctor B for interpreting the operational rules shown
above is
BX = P (A⊥ ⊗ X⊥) = P ((A × X)⊥)
where P is the Plotkin powerdomain with the empty set adjoined (see e.g., [1]). As it turns
out, the above operational semantics corresponds to a natural transformation
ρ : (Id × B) → BT
defined by cases as follows:
ρX(ι1(nil)) = ∅
ρX(ι2(a)) = {(a, nil)}
ρX(ι3(x1, b1, x2, b2)) =
{ {
(a, ι3(x′1, x2)) | (a, x′1) ∈ b1
}
if b1 /= ∅
b2 otherwise
ρX(ι4(x1, b1, x2, b2)) = b1 ∪ b2
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where X is a cppo (of variables), x and b range over X and BX respectively, and the ιi are
the coproduct injections to X. It is easy to see that ρ is continuous and, when suitably
extended to act on bottom elements, it is also strict. Obviously, ρ is also natural in X.
In [10] it was shown that a natural transformation ρ of the type as above is equivalent
to a distributive law λ : TH → BT of the monad T freely generated by  over the co-
pointed endofunctor H cofreely generated by B. As shown in [17,19], ρ also induces a
lifting Tλ of the monad T to the category of B-coalgebras, i.e., an endofunctor on the cate-
gory of B-coalgebras such that for every B-coalgebra k : X → BX the following diagram
commutes:
Moreover, for any B-coalgebra k : X → BX, there is
Tλk = λX ◦ T (id, k)
When used in diagrams as above, in certain situations the notation Tλk might lead to
some confusion. One way to read it is to silently convert a morphism k ∈ C(X,BX) to
an object in the category of B-coalgebras, apply the object part of the functor Tλ to it and
silently convert the result back to a morphism in C. Another way might be to treat k as a
morphism between some B-coalgebras and apply the morphism part of the functor Tλ to
it. In this paper, only the former interpretation is used.
In [17,19] it was shown that formalizing operational rules in the way shown above gives
certain advantages: it allows to derive a canonical denotational model which is adequate
with respect to the intended operational model, and ensures that the final semantics of the
intended operational model is compositional.
Let us extend the example shown above in two independent ways, adding some simple
recursive constructs to it.
Example A. The unary looping construct loop. This is done by extending the syntax as
follows:
t ::= . . . | loop t
with the intended meaning captured by the recursive equation
loop t = t ; loop t
Example B. The unary construct unfolding, inspired by a similar construct from
Mosses’s action semantics [12]. This is a version of the general recursive construct µ,
restricted to only one fixed recursive variable, which is hence treated as a constant (to
keep the language small, we use the constant nil for this purpose). The appropriate syntax
extension is
t ::= . . . | unfolding t
with the intended meaning captured by the recursive equation
unfolding t = t[nil → unfolding t]
where t[r → s] is the standard notation for substitution on terms.
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Note that the syntactic extensions in both examples correspond to the same extension
of the endofunctor  to a new signature endofunctor ′:
′X = X ⊕ X⊥
The syntactic monad freely generated by ′ will be called T ′.
Note that neither of the recursive equations mentioned here are guarded, and any of
the above constructs is a potential source of divergence. Indeed, both terms loop nil
and unfolding nil are immediately diverging. This explains the decision to interpret the
language in a category of cpos, rather that in the category of sets.
The remainder of this section is devoted to an informal presentation of the technical
developments of the following sections. This is to provide the reader with some intuition
about the results presented in this paper.
In both examples above, the recursive equation given might be seen as a natural trans-
formation
r : T ′ → T T ′
which, given a term in T ′X, performs one step of syntactic unfolding so that some recur-
sion-free constructs appear on top of it, and splits the resulting term in two ‘layers’. For
instance, in Example A,
loop a (_ ; _)[a, loop a]
where describes the action of r on terms. The notation (t)[t1, . . . , tn] (where t is recur-
sion-free and may contain some place-holders) is to represent a term split in two ‘layers’,
i.e., an element of T T ′X.
In Example B, one can have for instance
unfolding(a ; nil) (_ ; _)[a, unfolding(a ; nil)]
unfolding a (a)[]
unfolding nil (_)[unfolding nil]
In a sense, natural transformations r : T ′ → T T ′ may be viewed as recursive specifica-
tions (see e.g., [4]), i.e., sets of recursive equations with terms from T ′X playing the role
of recursion variables.
A question arises how r should act on constructs from the recursion-free fragment of
the language. Several options are available here. Until the end of Section 7, it will not be
specified if, for example
a ; (b ; c) (_ ; _)[a, b ; c], or
a ; (b ; c) (a ; (b ; _))[c], or even
a ; (b ; c) (a ; (b ; c))[]
It will only be required (in the definition of a decomposition structure in Section 4)
that after repeating many steps of such ‘unfolding’ of a recursion-free term, eventually the
entire term will appear in the top ‘layer’. In other words, the option a ; (b ; c) (_)[a ;
(b ; c)] will be excluded.
In Section 8, when considering regular unfolding rules, the first of the above options (as
small a portion of syntax is unfolded as possible) will be specifically required.
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However, all the above options have something in common: all recursion-free constructs
are left unchanged when unfolded. This will be properly formalized in the definition of an
unfolding rule in Section 4.
It is reasonable to expect that if a term is built of some variables, then ‘unfolding’ a
variable leaves it intact.
Given an ‘unfolding rule’ r , one can repeat its action many times. In the limit, all recur-
sive constructs are wiped out from a given term. This construction is formalized as a natural
transformation r¯ : T ′ → T in Section 5. This transformation replaces recursive constructs
with their infinite expansions, and leaves the remaining constructs unchanged.
Given operational rules for the recursion-free fragment of the language (formalized as
a distributive law λ : TH → BT ), and an unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′, one can define
operational rules for the full language (formalized as a distributive law λr : T ′H → BT ′
in Section 6). Somewhat informally speaking, the new operational rules are defined by the
following fixpoint construction: if t (s)[s1, . . . , sn] and if
1
s1
a1−→ s′1
· · · n
sn
an−→ s′n
...
... 
s[s1, . . . , sn] a−→ t ′
(where ,i are some sets of premises) is a correct derivation (where the vertical dots
represent a derivation using only the rules for the recursion-free fragment), then
 ∪ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ n
t
a−→ t ′
is a valid rule. Note the difference between this approach (formalized in Section 6) and
the second traditional approach shown in the Introduction. Here the burden of a fixpoint
construction is shifted to the definition of operational rules, but the rules themselves are
structural, and the intended operational model can be derived from them inductively. This
will allow to merge recursive equations with the bialgebraic framework.
The intended operational model is derived from T ′λr , the lifting of the pointed endo-
functor T ′ to B-algebras which is associated with the distributive law λr . Intuitively, the
operational model unfolds a given term according to the rule r , until the resulting term
exhibits some behaviour according to the rules λ. For instance, in the Example A above,
the intended operational model T ′λr (0) maps a term loop(a ; b) to a term b ; loop(a ; b)
together with the action a.
In the remainder of this paper the constructions hinted above are defined formally.
4. Unfolding rules
The ideas presented in the preceding section can be formalized in an arbitrary Cppo-
enriched category C with products, ω-colimits and with all morphisms being strict. The
latter assumption allows to treat the collection of the bottom elements in the homsets as a
natural transformation between arbitrary two endofunctors.
From now on assume that all endofunctors on C introduced here are locally contin-
uous.
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Assume we are given bialgebraic operational semantics for (the recursion-free fragment
of) a language, in the sense of [17], [19], i.e.,
• A syntactic monad T on C,
• A behaviour endofunctor B : C → C, with the copointed endofunctor H = Id × B
cofreely generated by it,
• A set of abstract GSOS rules, i.e., a distributive law of the monad T over the copointed
endofunctor H :
λ : TH → BT
To introduce recursive equations, consider additionally
• A monad T ′ (the full language),
• A monad morphism t : T → T ′.
Assume moreover, that monads T and T ′ come with variable classifiers υ and υ ′ respec-
tively, and that υ ′ ◦ t = υ.
For any morphism γX : TX → T TX, one can define a function between cppos ˜X :
C(TX, TX) → C(TX, TX) as follows:
˜X
T X
f−→ TX
TX −→
γX
T TX −→
T F
T TX −→
µX
TX
It is easy to see that ˜X is continuous on the cppo C(TX, TX), since T is locally
continuous and C is Cppo-enriched.
Assume moreover that γX ◦ ηX = T ηX ◦ ηX, and define e˜X = ηX ◦ υX. It is easily
checked that e˜X ◦ ηX = ˜X(e˜X) ◦ ηX, hence, by Lemma 5, e˜X  ˜X(e˜X) and an ‘infinite
decomposition’ map γ¯X : TX → TX can be defined as follows:
γ¯X = ˜∗X(e˜X)
Definition 7. A decomposition structure on T is a natural transformation γ : T → T T
such that
• γ ◦ η = T η ◦ η
• µ ◦ γ = id
• γ¯X = idTX for any object X
Examples (continued). A decomposition structure γ : T → T T for the simple syntax T
shown in Section 3 can be derived from a natural transformation γ 0 :  → T T , defined by
cases as follows:
γ 0X(nil) = (nil)[]
γ 0X(a) = (a)[]
γ 0X(x1 ; x2) = (_ ; _)[x1, x2]
γ 0X(x1 + x2) = (_ + _)[x1, x2]
Then γ : T → T T defined as
γX =
[
T ηX ◦ ηX, T µX ◦ γ 0TX
]
◦ ψX
where ψX : TX → X + TX is the isomorphism arising from the free monad structure
of T is a decomposition structure for T .
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As the informal discussion in Section 3 suggests, an ‘unfolding rule’ from the ‘full’
language T ′ to its ‘recursion-free fragment’ T might be viewed as a natural transformation
r : T ′ → T T ′. This is formalized as follows.
Definition 8. An unfolding rule from T ′ to T (based on a decomposition structure γ on
T ) is a natural transformation
r : T ′ → T T ′
such that the following diagram commutes:
Intuitively, the bottom part of the above diagram means that variables are unfolded
trivially. The top part means that the action of r on parts of terms built from syntax T is
defined by γ . In particular, the following result holds:
Lemma 9. For any unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′ based on γ : T → T T ,
r ◦ t = T t ◦ γ
Proof. Everything in the following diagram commutes:

Example A (continued). To define an unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′, one only needs to
define its action on terms where the top construct is not present in the recursion-free syntax
T . The action on other terms can be defined canonically, using the decomposition structure
γ on T . Having defined γ from γ 0 as above, this is particularly easy: take rX(ι2(t)) =
T µ′X ◦ γ 0T ′X(t), where ι2 : T ′X → T ′X. For other terms, one can take e.g.,
rX(loop t) = (_ ; _)[t, loop t]
Example B (continued). As before, one only has to define r on terms with new constructs
at the top. Here take e.g.,
rX(unfolding t) = (_)[t[nil → unfolding t]]
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5. Infinite unfolding
Given an unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′ one can translate any term built over the monad
T ′ to a term over the monad T using a certain fixpoint construction, which intuitively
corresponds to performing infinitely many unfolding steps.
Formally, given r , for any fixed object X in C, one can define a function
X : C(T ′X, TX) → C(T ′X, TX) acting as follows:
X
T ′X f−→ TX
T ′X −→
rX
T T ′X −→
T F
T TX −→
µX
TX
It is easy to see that X is continuous on the cppo C(T ′X, TX), since T is locally contin-
uous and C is Cppo-enriched.
Given an object X, the ‘infinite unfolding’ map r¯X : T ′X → TX is defined as follows:
r¯X = ∗X(eX)
where eX = ηX ◦ υ ′X.
Intuitively speaking, this map unfolds a term from T ′X performing infinitely many
steps of unfolding as defined by r , and leaving the variables from X unchanged.
Note that r¯X is properly defined, sinceX(eX)  eX. This follows from Lemma 5, since
it is easily checked that X(eX) ◦ η′X = eX ◦ η′X.
Example A (continued). With definition of r as shown at the end of Section 4, one has for
example
r¯0(loop a) = a ; a ; a ; a ; a ; . . .
r¯0(loop nil) =⊥
Example B (continued). With definition of r as shown at the end of Section 4, here one
has
r¯0(unfolding a) = a
r¯0(unfolding(a ; nil)) = a ; a ; a ; a ; a ; . . .
r¯0(unfolding nil) =⊥
The maps r¯X are in fact natural in X:
Lemma 10. The family (r¯X : T ′X → TX)X∈C derived from r : T ′ → T T ′ forms a natu-
ral transformation r¯ : T ′ → T .
Proof (Using square commutation by fixpoint induction)
Base case: The family (eX : T ′X → TX)X∈C is a natural transformation.
Induction step: Assume that the family (fX : T ′X → TX)X∈C is a natural transforma-
tion. Then everything in the definition of X(fX) is natural in X, so the family (X(fX) :
T ′X → T X)X∈C is also a natural transformation.
The lemma follows by square commutation by fixpoint induction (Lemma 2). 
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Lemma 11. For any natural transformation r : T ′ → T T ′, r¯ ◦ η′ = η.
Proof (Componentwise by fixpoint induction on X)
Base case: Obvious by definition of eX.
Induction step: Assume that for some f : T ′X → TX, f ◦ η′X = ηX. Then also
X(f ) ◦ η′X = ηX, since everything in the following diagram commutes.

Remark 12. The latter result shows that r¯ satisfies one of the axioms of a monad morphism
from T ′ to T . However, in general r¯ is not a monad morphism: it is not the case that
r¯ ◦ µ′ = µ ◦ T r¯ ◦ r¯T ′
Indeed, recall the Example B presented in Section 3 (with definition of r given in Sec-
tion 4) and consider a term
s = (unfolding_)[a ; nil] ∈ T ′T ′0
Then µ0(T r¯0(r¯T ′0(s))) = a ; nil, but r¯0(µ′0(s)) is the infinite term a ; a ; . . . This prob-
lem will be addressed in Section 8.
For any unfolding rule r , the unfolding transformation r¯ : T ′ → T is a left inverse to
t : T → T ′:
Lemma 13. For any unfolding rule r, r¯ ◦ t = id .
Proof (Componentwise). Recall that r is based on some decomposition structure γ on T ,
and that id = γ¯X = ˜∗X(e˜X).
To prove that ∗X(eX) ◦ tX = ˜
∗
X(e˜X), proceed by simultaneous fixpoint induction on
X and ˜X. Base case: eX ◦ tX = ηX ◦ υ ′X ◦ tX = ηX ◦ υX = e˜X.
Induction step: Assume f ◦ tX = g for some f : T ′X → TX, g : TX → TX. Then
X(f ) ◦ tX = µX ◦ Tf ◦ rX ◦ tX (Lemma 9)
= µX ◦ Tf ◦ T tX ◦ γ
= µX ◦ T g ◦ γX = ˜X(g)
The lemma follows from Lemma 2. 
In the following sections, the following technical lemma will be often used:
Lemma 14. For any unfolding rule r, the diagram
commutes.
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Proof. Proceed componentwise using Lemma 3.
Base case 1: To see that eX ◦ µ′X ◦ tT ′X  µX ◦ T r¯X, chase the following diagram:
In particular, the lower left square commutes since υ ′X is a T ′-algebra, and the upper
region––by definition of r¯ .
Base case 2: Note that locally continuous functors preserve upper sections and their
left inverses. This means that T η′X is an upper section, and to check that r¯X ◦ µ′X ◦ tT ′X 
µX ◦ T eX, by Lemma 5 it is enough to check that r¯X ◦ µ′X ◦ tT ′X ◦ T η′X = µX ◦ T eX ◦
T η′X. To see this, chase the diagram
In particular, the lower right square commutes by Lemma 13.
Induction step 1: Consider two morphisms f : T ′X → TX, g : T ′X → T X such that
f ◦ µ′X ◦ tT ′X  µX ◦ T g. Then the following diagram commutes:
(the upper right square commutes only when postcomposed with µX).
Induction step 2: Proceed like in Induction step 1, changing all  to .
The lemma follows from Lemma 3. 
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6. Merging unfolding rules with distributive laws
Operational semantics formalized as a distributive law λ : TH → BT of a monad T
over a copointed endofunctor H gives rise to an operational interpretation of the lan-
guage T . Given an unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′, one can extend λ to a distributive law
λr : T ′H → BT ′, thus providing an operational interpretation of terms build from syntax
T ′.
More formally, for a given distributive law λ : TH → BT and an unfolding rule r :
T ′ → T T ′, one defines the function X : C(T ′HX,BT ′X) → C(T ′HX,BT ′X) as fol-
lows:
X
T ′HX f−→BT ′X
T ′HX −→
rHX
T T ′HX −→
T (T ′π1,f )
T HT ′X −→
λT ′X
BT T ′X −→
BtT ′X
BT ′T ′X −→
Bµ′X
BT ′X
It is easy to see that X is continuous, since T and B are locally continuous, and C is
Cppo-enriched.
Based on this function, the morphism λrX : T ′HX → BT ′X is defined as follows:
λrX = ∗X(dX)
where dX = Bη′X ◦ π2 ◦ υ ′HX. Note that λrX is well defined, because
X(dX)  dX
This follows from Lemma 5, since (as is easily checked) X(dX) ◦ η′HX = dX ◦ η′HX.
Example A (continued). The map λrX, given a term (together with the behaviour of all
variables from X, if applicable), unfolds it using rule r until the resulting term can show
some behaviour according to the distributive law λ. With definition of r as shown at the
end of Section 4, one has for example
λr0(loop a) = {(a, loop a)}
λr0(loop(a + b)) = {(a, loop(a + b)), (b, loop(a + b))}
λr0(loop nil) =⊥
Example B (continued). With definition of r as shown at the end of Section 4, here one
has
λr0(unfolding(a ; a)) = {(a, a)}
λr0(unfolding(a ; nil)) = {(a, unfolding(a ; nil))}
λr0(unfolding nil) =⊥
Lemma 15. The family (λrX : T ′HX → BT ′X)X∈C is a natural transformation from T ′H
to BT ′. Moreover, it is a distributive law of the pointed endofunctor T ′ over the copointed
endofunctor H .
Proof. Naturality is shown using square commutation by fixpoint induction (Lemma 2).
For the base case, d is a natural transformation. For the induction step, assume a family
(fX : T ′HX → BT ′X)X∈C to be natural in X. Then everything in the definition ofX(f )
is natural in X, so the family (X(f ) : T ′HX → BT ′X)X∈C is also natural in X.
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The distributive law axiom
λrX ◦ η′HX = Bη′X ◦ π2
is shown by ordinary fixpoint induction on X. The base case follows directly from defi-
nition of dX. For the induction step, take a morphism f : T ′HX → BT ′X, such that
f ◦ η′HX = Bη′X ◦ π2
Then everything in the diagram
commutes. 
Remark 16. In general λr is not a distributive law of the monad T over the copointed
endofunctor H (for a counterexample, see Remark 12).
The natural transformation λr induces a mapping T ′λr on B-coalgebras. For a B-
coalgebra k : X → BX, define
T ′λr (k) = λrX ◦ T ′(id, k)
Lemma 17. T ′λr is an endofunctor lifting the pointed endofunctor T ′ to B-coalgebras.
Proof. Functoriality follows easily from naturality of λr . The structure of pointed endo-
functor follows from Lemma 15. 
The functor T ′λr may be also defined independently. For any object X, define the function
ΥX : C(T ′X,BT ′X) → C(T ′X,BT ′X) as follows:
ΥX
T ′X f−→BT ′X
T ′X −→
rx
T T ′X −→
Tλf
BT T ′X −→
BtT ′X
BT ′T ′X −→
Bµ′X
BT ′X
It is easy to see that ΥX is continuous on the cppo C(T ′X,BT ′X), since Tλ acts as a
continuous function on C(T ′X,BT ′X) and C is Cppo-enriched.
For a given H -coalgebra k : X → BX, define k↓ : T ′X → BT ′X
k↓ = dX ◦ T ′(id, k)
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The following result gives an independent characterization of T ′λr :
Theorem 18. For any B-coalgebra k : X → BX,
T ′λr (k) = Υ ∗X(k↓)
Proof. By simultaneous fixpoint induction on X and ΥX. For the base case, one has to
show that
dX ◦ T ′(id, k) = k↓
which is just the definition of k↓.
For the induction step, consider two maps f : TH ′X → BT ′X, g : T ′X → BT ′X such
that f ◦ T ′(id, k) = g. Then the following diagram commutes:
Intuitively, for a given B-coalgebra k : X → BX, the coalgebra T ′λr k : T ′X → BT ′X
unfolds a given term from T ′X according to the unfolding map r , until the resulting term
exhibits some behaviour according to the distributive law λ, assuming that variables in the
terms show behaviour as defined by k. 
Remark 19. From Remark 16 it follows that in general T ′λr does not lift the monad T ′ to
the category of B-coalgebras: the diagram
does not commute in general. This problem will be addressed in Section 8.
7. From unfolding rules to models
In the preceding sections it was shown how, given a distributive law λ of a monad T over
a copointed endofunctor H , a translation t : T → T ′, and an unfolding rule r : T ′ → T T ′,
one can derive the infinite unfolding r¯ : T ′ → T and the distributive law λr of the pointed
endofunctor T ′ over the copointed endofunctor H . This section shows how the two lat-
ter notions are related, and how they allow to construct λr -models from λ-bialgebras and
vice versa.
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First, two theorems showing how λ, λr , t and r¯ relate:
Theorem 20. The diagram
commutes.
Proof. First, prove that Br¯X ◦ λrX  λX ◦ r¯HX by fixpoint induction on X.
Base case: Br¯X ◦ dX  λX ◦ r¯HX follows from definition of dX and from Lemma 5,
since (as is easily checked) Br¯X ◦ dX ◦ η′HX = λX ◦ r¯HX ◦ η′HX.
Induction step: Assume Br¯X ◦ f  λX ◦ r¯HX for some f : T ′HX → BT ′X. Then the
same inequality holds with f replaced by X(f ), since the following diagram commutes:
(The four regions in the middle of the diagram commute, counting from the top: by defini-
tion of r¯X, by the inductive assumption, by naturality of λ and by Lemma 14. The region
to the right commutes since λ is a distributive law of the monad T over H .)
Then proceed to prove Br¯X ◦ λrX  λX ◦ r¯HX by fixpoint induction on HX.
Base case: Br¯X ◦ λrX  λX ◦ eHX follows from definition of eX and from Lemma 5,
since (as is easily checked) Br¯X ◦ λrX ◦ η′HX  λX ◦ eHX ◦ η′HX.
Induction step: Assume Br¯X ◦ λrX  λX ◦ f for some f : T ′X → TX. Then the same
inequality holds with f replaced by HX(f ). To prove this, consider the diagram
Here everything commutes (in particular, the large region to the left commutes by definition
of λr , and the bottom region commutes by Lemma 14).
This completes the proof of Theorem 20. 
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Theorem 21. The diagram
commutes.
Proof. To prove this, it is convenient to represent λX : HTX → BTX as a fixpoint of a
certain function, resembling the function X used to define λrX in Section 6. The appro-
priate function ˜X : C(THX,BTX) toC(THX,BTX) acts as follows:
˜X
THX
f−→BTX
T HX −→
γHX
T THX −→
T (T π1,f )
T HTX −→
λTX
BT TX −→
BµX
BTX
It is easy to see that ˜X is continuous, since T is locally continuous, and C is Cppo-
enriched.
Having defined d˜X = BηX ◦ π2 ◦ υHX, the following lemma holds:
Lemma 22. ˜∗X(d˜X) = λX.
Proof. First, prove that ˜∗X(d˜X)  λX by fixpoint induction on ˜X.
Base case: d˜X  λX follows from definition of d˜X and from Lemma 5, since (as is
easily checked) d˜X ◦ ηHX = λX ◦ ηHX.
Induction step: Assume f  λX for some f : THX → BTX. Then also ˜X(f )  λX.
To prove this, chase the diagram
To prove that ˜∗X(d˜X)  λX, recall from Section 4 that ˜
∗
X(e˜X) = idTX for any object X
and prove ˜∗X(d˜X)  λX ◦ ˜∗HX(e˜HX) by simultanous induction on ˜X and ˜HX.
Base case: Immediate by definition of e˜HX and d˜X.
Induction step: Take two morphisms f : T HX → BTX, g : T HX → THX such that
f  λX ◦ g. Without any loss of generality, assume that g  ˜∗HX(e˜HX) = idTHX. Then
chase the diagram
To show the middle triangle commute use the fact that g  idTHX, hence T π1 ◦ g  T π1.
The lemma follows from Lemma 2. 
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The proof of Theorem 21 proceeds componentwise by induction on ˜X and X.
Base case: See definitions of dX and d˜X, and chase the diagram
Induction step: Take two morphisms f : THX → BTX, g : T ′HX → BT ′X such
that g ◦ tHX = BtX ◦ f . Then the following diagram commutes:
In particular, the leftmost square commutes by Lemma 9.
This, by Lemma 2, completes the proof of Theorem 21. 
From Theorems 20 and 21, a few important corollaries can be drawn:
Corollary 23. For any B-coalgebra k : X → BX, the following diagram commutes:
Proof. The bottom left square commutes by Theorem 21, the bottom right square––by
Theorem 20, the top right region––by Lemma 14, and the top left region––since t is a
monad morphism. 
The coalgebraic part of Corollary 23 means that interpreting a term from T ′X by unfold-
ing it infinitely with r¯X, and then by any λ-bialgebra morphism from T X, is adequate with
respect to the operational model T ′λr k, which unfolds a given term only until it exhibits
some behaviour. The algebraic part of the corollary means that the map r¯X is compositional
with respect to syntax T (it is a T -algebra morphism).
Remark 24. Note that r¯X is not fully compositional in general (for a counterexample, see
Remark 12). This problem will be addressed in Section 8.
Remark 25. The structure
T T ′X
tT ′X−→ T ′T ′X µ
′
X−→ T ′X T
′
λr
k−→BT ′X
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is not a λ-bialgebra in general. Therefore Corollary 23 cannot be read as showing that tX
and r¯X are λ-bialgebra morphisms.
Corollary 26. For any λr -model T ′X h−→X k−→BX,
TX
tX−→ T ′X h−→X k−→BX
is a λ-bialgebra.
Proof. The diagram
commutes by Theorem 21, and by naturality of t . 
Corollary 27. For any λ-bialgebra TX h−→X k−→BX,
T ′X r¯X−→ TX h−→X k−→BX
is a λr -model.
Proof. The diagram
commutes by Theorem 20 and by naturality of r¯ . 
Corollaries 26 and 27 mean that any model of the recursion-free fragment of a language
can be used to interpret the full language, and vice versa, along syntactic translations of r¯
and t respectively.
The fact that λr is not a distributive law of the monad T ′ over H is the only reason that
prevents t and r¯ from being morphisms of distributive laws in the sense of [20].
8. Regular unfolding rules
In the preceding sections, recursive constructs were added to languages by means of
unfolding rules r : T ′ → T T ′. This notion is quite general, covering rather strange exam-
ples, e.g., the unfolding construct. This generality also led to some technical problems:
• λr : T ′H → BT ′ is not a distributive law of the monad T ′ over the copointed endo-
functor H ,
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• r¯ : T ′ → T is not a monad morphism,
• the maps r¯X are not compositional.
In this section these problems will be remedied by considering a special class of reg-
ular unfolding rules. These exclude the Example B shown throughout this paper, but still
cover many examples of recursive equations, including many unguarded ones (in particular,
Example A).
For this purpose, the general framework described so far is specialized with the follow-
ing additional assumptions:
• T is the monad freely generated by an endofunctor ,
• T ′ is the monad freely generated by an endofunctor ′,
• t : T → T ′ is the monad morphism generated by a natural transformation t :  → ′,
• r : T ′ → T T ′ is induced from a natural transformation
r0 : ′ → T T ′
such that
r0 ◦ t = T η′ ◦ φ
where φ :  → T is the inclusion arising from the free monad structure of T .
Given such r0, the transformation r is derived according to the formula
r = [(ηT ′ ◦ η′), (T µ′ ◦ r0T ′)] ◦ ι′
where ι′ : T ′ → Id + ′T ′ is the isomorphism arising from the free monad structure
of T ′.
It is easy to check that r defined this way satisfies the definition of an unfolding rule,
presented in Section 4, and is based on the decomposition structure γ : T → T T defined
as
γ = [ηT ◦ η, φT ] ◦ ι
Unfolding rules r derived as above will be called regular.
Note that since T ′ is freely generated by ′, its unit η′ is an upper section and it can be
canonically equipped with a left inverse υ ′ : T ′ → Id:
υ ′ = [id,⊥] ◦ ι′
The same holds for T .
Example A (continued). Definition of an appropriate r0 is immediately derived from defi-
nitions of γ 0 and r given in Example A in Section 4.
Example B (continued). Note that the intended recursive equation for the unfolding con-
struct cannot be captured as a regular unfolding rule. Indeed, consider two terms t1, t2. If
an unfolding rule r is derived from a natural transformation r0 : ′ → T T ′ as above, then
the term r(unfolding t2) should be obtained from r(unfolding t1) just by replacing every
copy of t1 with t2. This is, however, not the intended behaviour of unfolding: as a coun-
terexample, consider t1 = a ; nil, t2 = a ; a, where r(unfolding t1) = a ; unfolding t1
and r(unfolding t2) = t2.
To remedy the technical problems encountered in previous sections, some technical
lemmas are needed:
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Lemma 28. The following diagram commutes:
where ψ ′ : ′T ′ → T ′ is the inclusion arising from the free monad structure of T ′.
Proof. Immediate by definition of r from r0. 
Lemma 29. For a regular r, the square as in the following diagram is made commute by
the map ψ ′T ′:
Proof. Everything in the following diagram commutes.
The top and the bottom squares commute by Lemma 28, the middle square––by natu-
rality of r0, and the left square––by the inductive definition of µ′ in the freely generated
monad T ′. 
Theorem 30. For a regular r, the transformation r¯ is a monad morphism from T ′ to T .
Proof. One of the laws for the monad morphism for r¯ was proved to hold in Lemma 11.
The remaining law is
To prove this, proceed componentwise using square commutation by fixpoint induction
(Lemma 2).
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For the base case, it must be shown that that the diagram
commutes. Given that T ′ is freely generated by ′, it is enough to show that the diagram
commutes when precomposed with η′
T ′X : T ′X → T ′T ′X or with ψ ′T ′X : ′T ′T ′X →
T ′T ′X. Both cases are checked easily (in the latter case, both sides of the diagram are
equal to the bottom element of the homset C(′T ′T ′X, TX)).
For the induction step, take two morphisms f : T ′T ′X → T T ′X, g : T ′X → TX and
assume that the diagram
commutes. Then the diagram
commutes when precomposed with η′
T ′X : T ′X → T ′T ′X or with ψ ′T ′X : ′T ′T ′X →
T ′T ′X. In particular, the left square commutes when precomposed withψ ′
T ′X : ′T ′T ′X →
T ′T ′X by Lemma 29.
This completes the proof of Theorem 30. 
Theorem 31. For a regular r, λr is a distributive law of the monad T ′ over the copointed
endofunctor H .
Proof. One of the laws for the distributive law for λr was proved to hold in Lemma 15.
The remaining law is
To prove this, proceed componentwise by induction on T ′X and X using Lemma 2.
Base case: It is enough to show that the following diagram commutes:
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As in Theorem 30, it is enough to show that this diagram commutes when precomposed
with η′
T ′HX or with ψ
′
T ′HX. Both cases are checked easily, by definition of d .
Induction step: Take two morphisms f : T ′HX → BTX and g : T ′HT ′X → BT ′T ′X
such that f ◦ µ′HX = Bµ′X ◦ g ◦ T ′(T ′π1, λrX). Then chase the diagram
precomposing it with η′
T ′HX : T ′HX → T ′T ′HX and with ψ ′T ′HX : ′T ′T ′HX →
T ′T ′HX. In particular, the bottom left square precomposed with ψ ′
T ′HX commutes by
Lemma 29. The middle pentagon commutes by the inductive assumption, and the upper
square––by naturality of r .
This, by Lemma 2, completes the proof. 
Theorems 30 and 31 allow to rephrase many results from previous sections in a more
structured fashion, provided the unfolding rule r is regular. Theorems 21 and 20 say now
that t and r¯ are morphisms of distributive laws in the sense of [20]. In Corollaries 26 and
27 one can replace λr -models with λr -bialgebras. Also the functor T ′λr lifts the monad
structure of T ′ to the category of B-coalgebras, as an easy corollary from Theorem 31.
Moreover, for regular r the map r¯ is fully compositional:
Corollary 32. If r is regular, then for any B-coalgebra k : X → BX, the map r¯X is a
λr -bialgebra morphism as shown in the diagram:
Proof. The algebraic part follows from Theorem 30, and the coalgebraic part––from Cor-
ollary 23. 
9. Concluding remarks and future work
We have seen how to fit a rather general class of recursive constructs into the bial-
gebraic semantic framework developed by Turi and Plotkin. The behaviour of recursive
constructs is not modelled with operational rules, but with separate recursive equations,
formalised as certain natural transformations called unfolding rules. These equations are
then merged, using certain fixpoint constructions, with natural transformations correspond-
ing to the operational semantics of the recursion-free fragment of the language in question.
The result is particularly well-structured if the original unfolding rules satisfy an additional
property, called regularity. Regular unfolding rules, when merged with distributive laws
emerging from operational rules, yield new distributive laws, giving bialgebraic semantics
to the language extended with recursive constructs.
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The framework presented here is quite general and covers many examples of recur-
sive equations, including many unguarded ones. As such equations can be a source of
partiality (divergence), it is convenient to interpret them in a suitable Cppo-enriched cate-
gory. This allows to perform the fixpoint constructions needed to merge the equations with
recursion-free operational rules.
Working in Cppo-enriched categories makes dealing with recursive constructs simpler,
but there is a valid question whether and to what extent a similar framework can be realized
in the category of sets and functions, without imposing any additional (and always unwel-
come) structure on the programs considered. A particularly interesting option is to inter-
pret recursive equations using completely iterative monads generated by syntactic func-
tors [3], rather than usual freely generated monads. In this framework, one can find solu-
tions to recursive equations, under the mild assumption that the equations are ideal. This
makes it rather straightforward, given an ideal recursive equation formalized as an unfold-
ing rule r : T ′ → T T ′, to construct the infinite unfolding map r¯ using universal properties
of final coalgebras rather than existence of fixpoints. Therefore it seems that the framework
presented in Section 5 can be realized in the category of sets, using completely iterative
monads.
However, it is less clear how to apply the same idea to the developments presented in
Sections 6 and 7. This is due to divergence that may arise from unguarded recursive equa-
tions. Indeed, consider a pathological looping construct loop2 with the intended behaviour
captured by the (ideal) recursive equation
loop2 t = loop2 t ; t
formalised as an appropriate unfolding rule r . Using properties of iterative monads, one
can then define the infinite unfolding map r¯ and, e.g.,
r¯0(loop2 a) = ((((. . . ; a) ; a) ; a) ; a)
However, it is much harder to define the action of the distributive law λr0 on the term
loop2 a, since this term can never show any real behaviour. It is an open problem whether
this drawback can be avoided and whether all developments presented in this paper can be
realized without resorting to Cppo-enriched categories.
Another line of future work is to extend known applications of the bialgebraic frame-
work to cover recursive constructs formalized as regular unfolding rules. For example, in a
recent paper [6] we showed how to use bialgebraic methods to obtain syntactic formats for
structural operational semantics that guarantee congruence properties for various known
operational preorders for processes. It will be interesting to see how recursive equations
can be incorporated in such formats.
Finally, the framework presented here must be merged with presheaf methods, developed
by Fiore, Plotkin and Turi and aimed at describing variable-binding syntax. In particular, it
must be checked whether the non-regular unfolding rule for the construct unfolding consid-
ered in this paper becomes regular when interpreted in an appropriate presheaf category. If
this is true, the next step will be to consider the general recursive construct µ.
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